






The Thirteenth of May 





Processional Nicole X. Cauvin, Ph.D.
Professor of Sociology 
Mace Bearer and Marshal
Words of Welcome Thomas V. Forget, Ph.D. 
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
National Anthem Adrienne Kupka 
Class of 2007
Invocation The Most Reverend William E. Lori, S.T.D.
Bishop of the Diocese of Bridgeport
Presidential Welcome Anthony J. Cernera, Ph.D.
President
Conferral of Honorary Degrees Anthony J. Cernera, Ph.D.
Douglas J. Bohn
Citation read by Nicole X. Cauvin, Ph.D.
Professor of Sociology
Hood vested by Mr. James T. Morley Trustee
Vincent K. McMahon
Citation read by Michelle Loris, Ph.D.
Professor of English
Hood vested by Mrs. Linda E. McMahon, Trustee
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Commencement Address Vincent K. McMahon
Chairman of the Board, World Wrestling Entertainment, Inc.
Presentation of Candidates for Undergraduate Degrees
Reading of the candidates'names by Department Chairs or their representatives
Claire J. Paolini, Ph.D.
Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences
Stephen M. Brown, Ed.D.
Dean of the John F. Welch College of Business
Patricia W. Walker, Ed.D. 
Dean of the College of Education and Health Professions
Nancy L. Sidoti, M.A.T. 
Dean of University College
Conferral of Degrees and Presentation of Diplomas and Awards Anthony J. Cernera, Ph.D.
Student Congratulations Monica Concha 
Class of 2007
Alma Mater
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1. Sa - cred Heart's proud sons and daugh - ters Stand in u - ni - ty.
2. Love and Truth, her guid - ing vi - sioh. Hail to S - H - U.
CHORUS
Swell the cho-nis, praise her glo - ry, On our fields and in these halls.
Loy - al hearts pro - claim her-----  sto - ry. Red and Wliite o'er all.
Copyright 1998. Sacred Heart University, Fairfield. CT ()6825-l()(X). 
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under the direction of
Dr. John Michniewicz, DMA 
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Assistant Vice President for Academic Affairs, 
Registrar, Sacred Heart University
Douglas Bohn is a pioneer Pioneer. When he arrived on campus in September 1964, Sacred Heart University was entering its second year, and people 
at his motel in Fairfield had never even heard the name. 
Doug began his career as an instructor of Mathematics.
A bachelor s and master s graduate of Marquette University 
in his native Wisconsin, he came to Sacred Heart almost by 
accident. While asking his mentor about possible teaching 
positions. Professor John Maher, who was heading to Sacred 
Heart to head up the new History Department, overheard 
him—and invited him to consider a move east. It was a per­
fect fit.
In his first years at the University, he taught every single 
student here. He retains the rank of a tenured professor and 
recalls fondly the students from his early years who say he 
helped them get through the ordeal of college math. After 
seven years teaching, Mr. Bohn succeeded Dean John Croffy 
in the Registrar’s Office. As such, he has shepherded every 
student through the graduation process since then. Professor 
Bohn pursued doctoral-level studies at New York University, 
in math, and at the University of Connecticut, in education­
al administration. But a growing family and the press of 
duties at Sacred Heart made it impossible for him to com­
plete those programs.
While he enjoyed the classroom, he has been quite happy 
to help lead Sacred Heart as Registrar and the Assistant Vice 
President for Academic Affairs. His first year at Sacred Heart 
saw the faculty increase by 23 members, and the enrollment 
jump from 175 to 835. Over more than four decades, he has 
witnessed enormous change, but he takes great satisfaction 
in seeing today’s mature community of learners buoyed and 
sustained by a robust Catholic mission. After all these years, 
if Doug Bohn thinks of Sacred Heart as an extended family, 
it’s quite understandable. He met his wife Carole here, who 
was secretary to the University’s president. They are the par­
ents of four children; Cheryl, Stewart, Holly and James—and 
Holly and James are graduates of Sacred Heart.
Douglas Bohn is stepping down from his long-term 
responsibilities on July 1, but he will continue to assist the 
University in the Office of Institutional Research. His many 
friends wish him long and happy years and thank him for 
his great service to our community.
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Vincent K. McMahon
chairman of the Board, World Wrestling Entertainment, Inc.
Vincent Kennedy McMahon is one of the most recognizable and accomplished business leaders in America. As Chairman of the Board of World Wrestling Entertainment, 
he has made WWE into a truly global phenomenon. As a pioneer 
in television syndication, a high profile media personality through­
out the world, and by all accounts, a marketing superstar, he con­
tinues to make his presence known as a leader within the broadcast 
and entertainment industries.
The graduate of a Virginia military academy and of East Carolina 
University, with a degree in business and marketing, Vince 
McMahon joined his father’s company, Capitol Wrestling 
Corporation, in 1972. Within seven years, the company had syndi­
cated programming to 30 television stations. In 1982, he purchased 
Capitol Wrestling from his father and began to turn this regional 
operation into a national venture. Mr. McMahon became a pioneer 
in the cable television industry by leveraging the new technologies 
of pay-per-view and closed-circuit television for the first 
WrestleMania. In so doing, he built the WWE into a strong,and far- 
reaching brand.
Nearly six million households purchased WWE pay-per-view 
events last year, placing the company among the largest such pro­
gramming providers in the world. Today, it produces new television 
programming 52 weeks a year that can be seen in 130 countries 
and heard in 19 languages.
As the television audience has grown exponentially, so has the live 
event audience. In 2006, WWE performed 346 live events, including 
61 international events, entertaining more than two million fans. 
The company continues to grow and now trades on the New York 
Stock Exchange. WWE has started WWE Films, which will produce
and fully finance two to four motion pictures a year, and is making 
inroads into digital media platforms with new video-on-demand, 
broadband and mobile services.
In recognition of WWE’s work to support children over the past 
20 years, Vince was appointed, in 2005, to the Make-A-Wish 
Foundation of America National Advisory Council. WWE’s Get 
REAL program brings wrestling superstars to school children 
across the country to promote Respect, Education, Achievement 
and Leadership. He is a tireless supporter of the US. military: the 
WWE was the recipient of the USO of Metropolitan Washington’s 
first-ever “Legacy of Hope” award for its extensive support of our 
troops and the USD’s Operation Care Package program, and in 
2007, WWE received the Secretary of Defense Exceptional Public 
Service Award for its support of deployed service members in Iraq 
and Afghanistan, where Vince has traveled and spoken. And WWE 
supports America at home in other ways; through such highly 
regarded initiatives as SmackDown Your Vote, that encourages 
young Americans to participate in their democracy and become 
informed voters.
When Vince and Linda McMahon were married more than 40 
years ago, he promised, “I will always love you—there will never be 
a dull moment!” “Vince has fulfilled both those promises,” says 
Linda. The couple has two children, Shane and Stephanie, who play 
prominent roles in the company. Together, this “power couple”— 
she is CEO of World Wrestling Entertainment—has taken America 
by storm. They have transformed the way we are entertained and, 
more subtly, provided powerful and generous assistance to 




The official seal of Sacred Heart University was introduced 
on July 22,1963. It was designed by Frank Sullivan, an art 
teacher in New Jersey. Sullivan had been commissioned to 
design the seal by his friend. Dr. Maurice J. O’Sullivan, 
Sacred Heart University’s first academic dean. The original 
pen and ink hangs in the diocesan museum at The Catholic 
Center in Bridgeport.
The original seal consists of a shield, a 
surrounding wreath of hearts and flow­
ers, and the inscription “Universitas 
Sacri Cordis” in large letters on the 
outside of the seal and “Dioecesis 
Bridgeportensis, 1963” on the inner 
circle.
The shield consists of a dexter — 
the right-hand side of a shield (the left 
as seen by the viewer) — and a sinister, 
the left-hand side of a shield. The dexter 
impalement bears the jurisdictional arms of the 
Diocese of Bridgeport. The bridge above waves of flow­
ing water affords an apt expression of the name of the dio­
cese that encompasses Fairfield County, Connecticut, where 
Sacred Heart University is located. The bridge represents 
service, which forges strong bonds of understanding and 
unity between diverse constituencies, while the vivifying 
water symbolizes the “port” by which new knowledge and 
ideas energize the scholars who commit themselves to the
disciplines of academic inquiry. The Cross of Our Faith 
above the bridge dignifies the other symbols and identifies 
the University as a community that celebrates the richness 
of the Catholic intellectual tradition.
The sinister impalement displays the personal coat of 
arms of the Most Rev. Walter W. Curtis, S.T.D., the founder 
of Sacred Heart University and the second Bishop 
of the Diocese of Bridgeport. The central 
checkered bar, taken from the Curtis fam­
ily coat of arms, suggests the collabora­
tive nature of the learning community 
in which each individual member 
contributes to the integrity of the 
whole. The two diamond-shaped 
lozenges, taken from the Costello 
family shield to honor the Bishop’s 
mother, are placed in the upper portion 
to highlight the University’s two most pre­
cious treasures: Love, the compassion of God 
as symbolized in the Sacred Heart of Jesus, and 
Truth, the goal of all scholarly activity. The University 
shield also honors Mary, the Seat of Wisdom, by including 
the crescent moon, which is the symbol of Our Lady under 
the title of the Immaculate Conception, chosen to signify 
the years that Bishop Curtis spent as a professor of moral 
theology at Immaculate Conception Seminary.
The Name
Sacred Heart University was founded in 1963 by the Most Rev. Walter W. Curtis, S.T.D., the second Bishop of 
the Diocese of Bridgeport, to provide an institution of high­
er education that would serve the needs of the people of the 
diocese and region, regardless of their sex, race, creed or 
religion.
In October 1962, Bishop Curtis announced both the plan 
to open a college the following September, and its name, 
“Sacred Heart.” The choice of name had a dual origin: it 
was the name of the Bishop’s first pastorate in Bloomfield, 
N.J., and was a pledge from the Bishop attesting to the value 
of such an institution.
The Mission
Sacred Heart University is a coeducational, independent, comprehensive institution of higher learning in the 
Catholic intellectual tradition whose primary objective is to 
prepare men and women to live in and make their contri­
butions to the human community.
The University aims to assist in the development of peo­
ple who are knowledgeable of self, rooted in faith, educated 
in mind, compassionate in heart, responsive to social and 
civic obligations, and able to respond to an ever-changing 
world. It does this by calling forth the intellectual potential 
of its students, nurturing each one’s spiritual and moral 
growth, and deepening in them a sense of social responsi­
bility. The University is committed to combining education 
for life with preparation for professional excellence.
Sacred Heart University is Catholic in tradition and spir­
it. As a Catholic university, it seeks to play its appropriate 
role in the modern world. It exemplifies in its life the Judeo- 
Christian values of the God-given freedom and dignity of 
every human person. Inspired by the ecumenical spirit of 
the Second Vatican Council, Sacred Heart University wel­
comes men and women of all religious traditions and 
beliefs who share its concerns for truth, scholarship, the 
dignity of the human person, freedom, and the betterment 
of human society. It values religious diversity as enhancing 
the University community and creating opportunities for 
dialogue in the common search for truth. Through its cur­
ricular and co-curricular activities and campus ministry 
programs, the University provides the context in which stu­
dents have the opportunity to appropriate in a critical fash­
ion their own religious traditions.
Sacred Heart University challenges its students to think 
critically, analyze carefully, evaluate with a sense of justice 
and proportion, and convey conclusions in an intelligible 
and articulate fashion. The University provides the envi­
ronment in which its students can develop the aesthetic 
dimension of life by nurturing their abilities to imagine, 
create and appreciate. It assists students to acquire a rich 
understanding of their own cultural and family heritages 
so as to assume their responsibilities as conveyors and cre­
ators of culture and family.
As a community of teachers and scholars. Sacred Heart 
University exists for the pursuit of truth. It joins with other 
colleges and universities in the task of expanding human 
knowledge and deepening human understanding. It 
encourages and supports the scholarly and artistic work of 
its faculty and students. Further, it has a responsibility to 
share its resources and its special gifts and talents for the 
betterment of the human community. All members of the 
University community are strongly encouraged to partici­
pate in the wider community through service to others, 
especially the poor.
From its founding, the University has been recognized for 
its caring approach to students. This approach expresses 
the University’s belief that each student is born with a 
unique set of qualities and skills. It respects the personal 
and academic freedom of each of its members while at the 
same time fostering a genuine experience of community. By 
so doing, it creates the environment in which each person in 
the University shares in common goals and a common 
commitment to truth, justice and concern for others.
The Mace
During the Middle Ages, the wood mace clad in metal was an effective weapon in battle, but as newer and 
more powerful military arms developed, it was trans­
formed into a symbol of dignity and authority.
The earliest ceremonial maces were borne by body­
guards of 12th century English and French kings; by the 
end of the 16th century, they were used widely by officials 
of English cities and towns. Today, the use of the ceremoni­
al mace is found in the British House of Parliament, carried
before ecclesiastical dignitaries and in university and col­
lege commencements and convocations.
The Sacred Heart University Mace traditionally is carried 
by the senior tenured faculty member and represents the 
President’s responsibility as the chief academic and admin­
istrative officer of the University. Commissioned by 
President Anthony J. Cernera, Ph.D., to mark the 
University’s 25th commencement, the mace is made of 
rosewood, mahogany, walnut and bronze.
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Academic Dress
Tradition holds that the cap and gown were first used in ancient Greece when only youths of wealthy parents or 
those with patrons attended school. The wise teachers of 
the time believed that fine clothing and jewels should not 
be worn by the scholar but rather, that the scholar should 
wear the garments of the worker.
In the United States, the gown commonly worn for both 
the associate’s and bachelor’s degrees has pointed sleeves 
(with a slit for the arm). It is designed to be worn closed. 
The gown for the master’s degree has an oblong sleeve, 
open at the wrist. The gown for the doctoral degree has 
bell-shaped open sleeves. All gowns are black and without 
trimming with the exception of the doctoral gown, which 
normally is trimmed with velvet, has three bars or 
chevrons on the sleeves and may be in distinctive color(s) 
governed by the school granting that degree. The master’s 
and doctoral gowns may be worn open.
Upon graduation, students of old carried a mortarboard 
showing them to be masons of the future destined to build
empires or cities or fountains of wisdom on the firm foun­
dation of knowledge. To this day, graduates wear mortar­
board caps and gowns, symbolizing that they are builders 
of the future.
The history of the hood, with which degree recipients are 
invested, dates back to 13th century England. Whether its 
origin is ecclesiastical or secular has never been settled. 
Hoods are two-and-one-half feet long for the associate’s, 
three feet for the bachelor’s, three-and-one-half feet for the 
master’s and four feet for the doctor’s degree. The hood is 
lined with the colors of the institution — red and white, in 
the case of Sacred Heart University. The color of the trim 
indicates the academic degree —white for arts, letters and 
humanities (B.A.), golden yellow for science (B.S.).
The hoods of those with graduate degrees, as well as the 
tassels on the mortarboards of the undergraduates, are 
often in the color associated with the academic field of spe­
cialization, as follows:
White Purple Teal
Arts, Letters Law Physical Therapy
and Humanities
Crimson Golden Yellow

















College of Arts and Sciences
Department of Art and Design
Gold Medal of Excellence Sarah E. Jacques
Silver Medal of Excellence
Department ofBiolo^
Julia A. Mahoney
Gold Medal of Excellence Charles McEntee
Silver Medal of Excellence Swetha Desai
Silver Medal of Excellence
Department of Chemistry
Persida Kastrati
Gold Medal of Excellence Tariq Lescouflair
Silver Medal of Excellence Kevin Hannigan
Chair's Leadership Award Kimberly Fallo
Department of Computer Science and Information Technolo^
Gold Medal of Excellence Christopher Lavioe
Silver Medal of Excellence Kelly Walsh
Gold Medal of Excellence in Programming Cole Kowalski
Department of English and Modern Foreign Lan^ua^es
Gold Medal of Excellence Lindsay Halle
Silver Medal of Excellence Brendan McAuley
Gold Medal of Excellence in Spanish Yvonne Campbell
Silver Medal of Excellence in Spanish Enid Velez
Department of Government and Politics
Gold Medal of Excellence in Political Science Lauren Kathleen Black
Silver Medal of Excellence in Political Science Amanda M. Zavagnin
Department of History
Gold Medal of Excellence Lauren Della Volpe
Silver Medal of Excellence Michael Mastri
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Undergraduate Academic Awards
College of Arts and Sciences continued
Department of Mathematics
Gold Medal of Excellence Frank Egan
Silver Medal of Excellence Tariq Lescouflair
Department of Media Studies and Digital Culture
Gold Medal of Excellence ‘ Travis Flynn
Silver Medal of Excellence Lauren Burke
Gold Medal of Excellence in Communications and Technology Studies Deidre Cutler 
Silver Medal of Excellence in Communications and Technology Studies Umberto Torrielli
Department of Philosophy and Religious Studies
Gold Medal of Excellence in Philosophy Juan A. Rosendo
Silver Medal of Excellence in Philosophy Maureen Hohn
Gold Medal of Excellence in Religious Studies Liza Gennari
Silver Medal of Excellence in Religious Studies Maureen Frescott
Department of Psychology
Gold Medal of Excellence Nicole Chamberlain
Silver Medal of Excellence Nina Palazzo
Department of Sociology, Social Work, and Criminal Justice
Gold Medal of Excellence in Criminal Justice Marie Muskas
Silver Medal of Excellence in Criminal Justice Kathryn Bissonnette
Gold Medal of Excellence in Social Work Shannon L. Dicks
Silver Medal of Excellence in Social Work Alana Catherine Williams
Gold Medal of Excellence in Sociology Jessica Rose Boy
Silver Medal of Excellence in Sociology Leigh-Ann Sambus
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Undergraduate Academic Awards
John E Welch College of Business
Department of Accounting
Gold Medal of Excellence Hanna Pezowicz
Silver Medal of Excellence Amanda Gravenhorst
Department of Economics and Finance
Gold Medal of Excellence in Business Economics Meghan Wilcox
Silver Medal of Excellence in Business Economics Andres Araoz
Gold Medal of Excellence in Finance Nicole Albert
Silver Medal of Excellence in Finance Marc Delaurentis
Department of Management
Gold Medal of Excellence in Business Administration Janice Eccles
Silver Medal of Excellence in Business Administration Chrystie-Lyrm Guagliardo 
Gold Medal of Excellence in Sport Management Robert Roy
Silver 
Silver
Medal of Excellence in Sport Management Laura Kelly
Medal of Excellence in Sport Management Pamela Pillo
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Undergraduate Academic Awards
College of Education and Health Professions
Department of Human Movement and Sports Science
Gold Medal of Excellence in Athletic Training 
Silver Medal of Excellence in Athletic Training 
Gold Medal of Excellence in Exercise Science 
Silver Medal of Excellence in Exercise Science
Nichole D. Kieltyka 






Gold Medal of Excellence Lisa Szpryngel
First Professional Nursing Degree Program 
Gold Medal of Excellence Rebecca L. Jenne
RN to BSN Program
Gold Medal of Excellence Angella T. Nelson




Gold Medal of Excellence Joan Krubski




International Sociology Honor Society 
Jessica Rose Boy 
Kristina Catanzaro 
Alison Conners
Alpha Phi Sigma; Gamma Omega 
Delta chapter






















National Continuing Education Honor 












































--V Carol Paul 
Susan Pelletier 













Susan St. Pierre 
Jamie Stasalovich 
Dynette Stevens 
1 Mary Tackman 








International Honor Society 
Charity R. Bishop 
Cecilia V. Corzo-Araoz
Kristin A. Fedor 
Cheryl Gall
Christopher A. McDormell 
Maria G. Panfili 
Robert J. Roy
Delta Epsilon Sigma, 
Catholic Colleges and Universities
National Scholastic Honor Society 
Elizabeth Amarillo 






Sharon A. Bryce 
Erika Buczak 
Carol Lyrm Carbin 
Cecilia Corzo-Araoz 
Nicole D. Davis 
Marc DeLaurentis 
Sarah A. DelGrosso 
Lauren DellaVolpe 
Michael Delviscovo 





Darlene A. Durkota 





Ruth Noemi Gaie 
Cheryl Gall 
Liza Gennari 








Kathleen J. Kiley 
Theresa Larkin 








College of Arts and Seiences
Department of Art & Design
Bachelor of Arts
Art
Elizabeth Thorsby Cross 
Louis R. Gentile III 
Michael Patrick Ivers 
Sarah Elizabeth Jacques 
Martin S. Kolwicz 
David G. Lupo 
Christopher Robert Mannix 







Stella K. Chirigos 
Anthony G. Coppola 
Stephen Keefe (a)






Jane C. Auxier * 
Meredith Ann Baker 
Lucas Edward Bemacki 
Amy Margaret Chase # 
James Martin Clancy 
Danielle Lena Curcio 
Swetha Praveen Desai 
Christine M. DeSanno
* August 2006 Graduate
# December 2006 Graduate
t August 2007 Candidate in Attendance
Craig Anthony Di Stefano 
Adam D. Farino 
Megan A. Harney 
Jillian Eileen Hunter # 
Michael Scott Jacob 
Johane Paule Joas * 
Persida Kastrati 
Sara Emily Lizzo (a) 
Jessica V. Martins 
Charles F. McEntee IV' 
Courtney R. Mezes #
Jamie Morales 
Alinafe Mpanda # 
Kathryn O'Cormor # 
Christopher Vincent Pannese * 
Daniel C Paoletti, Jr. (a) 
Joseph Salzillo (a)
Janice Bras Silva 
Charles Veilleux 
Douglas A. Vunk, II #
Alice A. Walker * 
Charlene M. Whesper * 




May May H. Cheng (a) 
Kimberly Jean Fallo 
Kevin F. Hannigan 
Tariq Omar Lescouflair 
Also Mathematics Major 
Kruti Hitesh Naik 




Kelly Ann Walsh *
Department of Computer 




Isabel D. Alves * 
Thomas H. Bathe 
Eamteong Chay #
Helen Elizabeth Dunk 
Gary O'Neil Erskine # 
Lukasz Gliirka 
Wojdech Gomiak 
Fiona Catherine Greeley 
Christopher Charles Grova 
Matthew Ryan Gutierrez 
Kenneth F. Herbert, III (a)
Ali Issa 
Chad John
Cole Michael Kowalski 
Shellie Ilona Kusterer * 
Christopher Thomas Lavoie 
Jeffrey Lominy * 
Stephen Marsden *
Jorge Millan 
Chamette Andrea Porter 
Robert R. Quijano 
Juan Carlos Rodriguez # 
Donald C. Stephens 
Christian Toro * 
Douglas Tran




Anne Elizabeth Bellettiere 
Jennifer Susan Blake # 
Ashley Deanne Bonora 
Nicole Marie Bozek 
Jenna Cean Coccia (a) 
Kaitlyn M. Franzese 
Anneliese Marika Fuscaldo
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Lindsay Katherine Halle 
Melissa Kelly (a)
Laurie Jeanette Ladouceur 
Jennifer M. Leary 
Brendan Robert McAuley 
Heather Lindsay McKillop 
Mary Elizabeth Mundy 
Courtney S. Piliero (a) 
Brittany Elisabeth Raine (a) 
Matthew Robinson *
Also Philosophy Major 
Lauren Elizabeth Skutzka 
Terry L. Walden 
Ashley Winseck




Jamie Lee Congilose 
Travis D. Flynn (a)
Also Media Studies Major 
Christopher Anthony Loureiro 
Erin Elizabeth Maurer * 
Joseph M. Pezza (a)







Ada Elisa Cordoliani * 
Patricia Strom DaSilva 
Audrey Jean Marrone 






Samuel Rocha Matias De Abreu (a) 






Anthony Michael Allegro (a) 
Rebbecca Marie Barnum 
Samantha Eleanor Lea Bell 
Jared L. Blaso 
Melissa Arm Bonanno 
Rachel Elizabeth Brophy (a) 
Also Political Science Major 
Dominic Gerald Ciliotta (a) 
Ashley Clark 
Robert John Gilmore 
Sean Healy
Mariagrazia lacono-Maldonado 
Jessica J. Kearns (a) 
Michael Mastri 
Mariel Alissa Palombo 
Joseph Anthony Peloso IV # 
Matthew John Pepe (a) 
Caroline Rita Picknally 
Matthew Elliott-Andrew Reardon 
Dawn Michele Sapanaro (a)




Nicole Elizabeth Burgo 
Johanna Gannon Capozzoli 
Colleen Carney 
Lauren Della Volpe 
Also Criminal Justice Major 
Gary Richard Feathler, Jr. 
Meghan Marie Feeley 
Kristin Nicole Furio 
Matthew J. Giordano 
Kurt Moran Herthum 
George Lamar
Jessica Lynn McDonough (a) 









Adam E. Constantine *
Also Religious Studies Major
Jonathan Cretella (a)
Corri Lynn Davies #
Frank William Egan 
Melissa A. Giovanniello * 
Nicole M. Pavese *
Brian Keith Rosa 
Adam Slater (a)
David Anthony Viesto (a)
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Deidre M. Cutler 
Timothy R. Geary 






Jacqueline Marie Boudria 
John Brilla
Thomas William Carr 
Chad A. Clark 
Patrick Thomas Pickens (a)





Lauren A. Burke (a)
Dana Marie Cannizzaro 
Maria Gude-Gomez 
Elyse Renee Harrell (a)
Jaclyn Susan Hull 
Meghann E. Longo *
Kristen Lovering 
Meghan Antonia Parisi 
Johanna Prentki 
Courtney Blair Pustay 
Corey Roggen (a)
Albert Thomas Ruggiero 
Kris Singhaviroj 
Carolyn E. Tavares 
Lauren Mary Williams *
Bachelor of Science
Media Studies
Jacqueline Elizabeth Boothby 
Katrina Brown 
Matthew Charles Brucato (a) 
Laura Day *
Matthew G. De Rosa 
Jenna Elizabeth Gray 
Denis McGuire 
Joel M. Roch 
Joseph M. Sanginario 
Kathleen Mary Schultz 
Theresa A. Vosilla 
Scott M. Wagner ‘




Jeffrey W. Couture #
Also Religious Studies Major 
Michael L. Galdieri 
Maureen Elizabeth Hohn 















Joseph Paul Bartolotta 
Kristen Marie Belancik
Lauren Kathleen Black 
Kathleen Nicole Bonner # 
Briarma C. Bubeck 
Rebecca A. Cameron # 
Matthew Roger Casamassine 
Andrew James Deleault 
Lauren M. Faggione 
Christina M. Gildea *
Jason Hawkins (a)
Laura C. Herrera (a)
Tavio Terrell Hobson 
Heidi Lechich * 
Matthew JoJm McClune (a) 
Floyd Lee McIntyre, Jr. 
Yolanda Olivieri 
Jamin Lee Riddick 




Joshua Stephen Baker (a) 
Jeffrey James Barrett 
Kathleen Liliane Beaubrun 
Kelsey W. Burns 
Charles Stephen Cybulski, III 
James Joseph Daly 
Adam Dzedzy #
Ryan C. Fahy 
Patrick William Graba 
Ricardo Guzman *
Bryan J. King 
Daniel Vincent LeBlanc (a) 
Daniel Louis Malesardi 
Diane Marie Raimann # 





Jenna Marie Arcati 
Jenielle Elyse Bagdasarian 
Maria J. Becerril *
Diana Elizabeth Bramante 




Rory Elizabeth Colford 
Eileen Elizabeth Connor 
Sara Joan Cwirka # 
Elizabeth Dallas 
Stefania Anna De Nicola 
Sarah Alexandra DelGrosso 
Jonathan A. DeRosa 
Dayna DiBiasi 
Victoria Lynn DiPaolo 
Christina Dolzall 
Kelly Ann Edgar # 
Sarah Emily Evans 
Danielle M. Fensore * 
Marissa Flanagan 
Ruth Noemi Gaie 
Joanna Lynn Genualdi # 
Kimberly Ann Greco 
Hollis Meredith Hefferan 
Kaity Eileen Holderman 
Lindsey Jean Jiampetti 
Joan Christine Day Joyce 
Bethany Anne Lemenager 
Jessica T. Leppla 
Megan Elizabeth Mahon * 
Christy Arm McBride 
Jessica Kate McCarthy 
Kelly Elizabeth McGovern 
Kimberly Ann McKeown 
Ashley Nicole Mocarski 
Leslie Michelle Morales 
Diana Marcela Murillo * 
Also Spanish Major
Bethany Lynn Papp # 
Ashley Lynn Pratt 
Brigit Lee Quagliarello 
Jessica V. Queiros (a) 
Jennifer Riga 
Tania Rios 
Linda K. Russo *
Also Religious Studies Major 
Marie Daune Sapienza 
Kimberly Sheehan (a) 
Stacy Marie Sinkovich # 
Jennifer L. Thompson 
Rae-Allyson P. Timek 
Jose Fabian Villafuerfe # 
Leea Nicole Vita 
Johanna 1. Wilson # 
Megan W. Wood
Nicole Lynn Wright 




Stephanie Marie Constance Addabbo 
Courtney Aicklen *
Amanda K. Altimar * 
Meghan Margaret Andronaco 
Lauren Baglivi 
Stephanie N. Barnickle 
Allison M. Bishop 
Natasha Botha-Hoffman (a) 
Stephanie Lynn Boulay 
Taryn Brady #
Ashley Brooke Buonanno 
Kerri M. Burke 
Elaina Caccese *
Jonathan Castro 
Courtney Christine Cavagnaro 
Brittany Elise Cavalli 
Sharmon Elizabeth Chapman 
Wai Yin Cheng 
Julianne Cominsky 
Alexandrea M. Composto 
Carol-Anne Dabek 
Ashlely M. DelGreco 
Meagen Elizabeth Diana
Also Criminal Justice Major
Daniel Martin DiBenedetto (a) 
James C. Dolan 
Kathleen Mary Duffy 
Nicole Theresa Engel 
Krystal Joan Englese #
Erinn Louise Fallon 
Angela Rose Faustine (a) 
Megan Helen Fonos 
Jaclyn A. Ford *
Amanda Gabor #
Heather Lynn Gershman 




David W. Haase (a)
Siobhan Hart *
Michele Elizabeth Heuberger
Meghan Elizabeth Hickey 
Camille Emily Higel-McGovern (a) 
Anne Forbes Ittner 
Laura Ives 
Garrett S. Jennings 
Jennifer Nicole Jones 
Michelle L. Kelly *
Lauren B. Kenneson 
Lisa M. Kollman #
Martia Rose LaManna 
Mary Katherine Landino 
Denise Olivia Lendino 
Marissa Ann Lucibello 
Emily Marie Lupica 
Lauren Macchio 
Jessica T. MacConaghy * 
Michael Malesardi (a) 
Melissa Ann Marcantonio 
Alanna Claire Marchesi # 
Michele Lynn Marciano 
Kathryn D. McCallum * 
Karryne Delia Messina 
Lisa Marie Meyer 
Kassandra Montalbano 
Elizabeth M. Mordecai 
Danielle Kristan Morris 
Nicole Marie Moscone #
Rory William Moskalski * 
Anthony Muscarnera 
Alison Nag 
Bethany Arm Nelson 
Jaclyn Nicolett 
Alycia Catherine Noeth 
Meaghan Anne O'Doherty 
Jonathan James Okolowitcz 
Whitney J. Olds 
Elizabeth Sarah Orlando 
Jenna Orlando 
Amanda Osmulski 
Kristen A. Ostrosky #
Nina Palazzo 
Rachel Melissa Peary # 
Chrissy Pedrena * 
Stephanie Lauren Pelling 
Jenna H. Pierro 
Yulia Plastok #
Kathryn Elizabeth Preston # 
Angela D. Price 
Jaclyn Elizabeth Rapp 
Kristin Colette Rocco #
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Bachelor of Science, Psychology, cont.
Colleen Elizabeth Rogers 
Lyndsey Meagan Roop 
Sheiketha L. Ross (a) 
Nicolle Marie Rubino * 
Mary Carlena Rush 
Lindsey Megan Scharf 
Ashley Nicole Seiger 
Jill Marie Sherbo 
Lindsay Lea Solis 
Sara Marie Spagna #
Erin Kathleen Spilka 
Sarah Sproch 
Cathlyn Mary Stacey 
Jessica Stagg 
Kenneth D. Steiger, Jr. # 
Nicole Leigh Stone 
Meghan Kathleen Sullivan 
Sarah Sutliffe #
Katrina Rose Torres 
Kristen A. Trank # 
Brittany B. Turner 
Kristinmarie Virginia Tweed 
Lourdes Vanessa Ulloa * 
Amanda Julie Van Brunt 




John W. Wilson (a) 
Meghan Woodstock (a) 
Sarah Elinor Yeaton 
Tabetha L. Zostant
Also Criminal Justice Major
Department of Sociology, 






Robert E. Edwards, 111 
Michelle Vanessa Fischette (a) 
Heather Lee Goulet * 
Jillian Lyn Hoxsie 
Lauren Louise McAvoy (a)
Jose Antonio Montano 
Marie Muskus (a) 
Randie Marie Quaglia 
Kristin Michelle Weyel (a)
Bachelor of Science
Criminal Justice
Sean R Amoruso * 
Kathryn Leigh Bissonnette 
Robert Ryan Blackburn * 
Luke Bradley 
Patrick Bragan ^ 
Michael T. Bucolo (a)
Lisa Michele Burbige 
Alan William Clark # 
Brian Cramer 
William Davis, Jr.
Jason Christopher DeRosa 
Lindsey Marie Downey 
Sherwood L. Fendryk 
Pasquale Feola 
Brian Michael Fitzgerald * 
Michael Vincent Fizzarotti 
Alvin L. Franklin, Jr. (a) 
Tara Gebbia (a) 
Christopher Adam Gray 
Michael Hansen (a) 
Leslie Ann Hartman 
Christopher D. Howard 
Jade Alana James # 
Justin James Jarry 
Keith Karch *
Patrick Liam Kitson 
John Renting Lannon 
Thomas Matthew McGuire (a) 
Brenna J. Nykaza 
Robert Michael Occhiuzzi 
James M. Pape, Jr. (a) 
Jeffrey M. Parry 
Richard F. Pawlowski (a) 
Megan Elise Perkins 
David Portela 
Jacquleen M. Riley 
William Guy Schweizer 
Kristopher Anthony Signore * 
Maria Andrea Valdivieso 
Dana Alexandra Vassallo 
Jennifer Anne Williams






Christina Marie Colalillo 
Noelle Marie Josselin 
Shea Ellen McPartland 
Ali Nicole Sgammato 
Jenna Margaret Siegel 
Jonique Webb 




Shannon L. Dicks 
Melissa C. Doelger (a) 
Kathleen Maria Doherty * 
Katelyn Marie Elliott 






Alison Elizabeth Conners 






Jennifer Marie Cicatelli 
Leigh-Ann Sambus 
Kara A. Simpliciano *
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Margaret Monica Chrzanowski 
Joseph F. Churba #
Katrina Coll 
Kimberly Ann Hobson #
Jose E. Montero (a)
Jason Monti 
Hanna Pezowicz #





Scott J. Alexander 
Grace G. Baptist 
Bryan Basile 
Alicja M. Bochenek 
Ashley Christine Byron 
Cristina M. Cambareri # 
Christine L. Carlucci # 
Joseph Francis Cavagnaro (a) 
Suly De Jesus Colindres (a) 
Juan Constante 
Catherine E. Coyle 
Thuy Thi Do # 
Rolando S. Garcia (a) 
Kevin Santo Giglio 
Amanda Lynn Gravenhorst # 
Michael J. Hansen (a) 
Steven Carlos Hernandez (a) 
Melissa F. James 
Frank Luciano 
Chase M. Macula 
Thomas Joseph Mager, II 
Eveling G. Medina # 
Stephanie Marie Oberheim 
James Edwin Owens, III 
Michael Pagliaro (a) 
Andrea Marie Petri
Lauren E. Pierce 
Joseph E. Pinter * 
Lyndsey Price 
Alisha Anne Randy 
Frank Rhodes, Jr. 
Regina Ann Rubano (a) 
Andrew C. Sabia 
Anthony John Savo (a) 
Thomas Joseph Tyrrell, Jr. 
Patricia I. Vertiz (a) 
loannis S. Vlantis * 
Robert F. Wilkinson, Jr. 
Julianne Mary Wilson




David Robert Anthony 
Francesco Balestriere 
Christopher A. Dowsen 
Matthew J. Holler 




Aiso Business Economics Major
Lauren Patricia Decicco
Also Business Major
Jennifer Dilorenzo * 
Ricardo A. Grados 
Bobby Grenier (a) 
Frederic Harland 
Leonard B. Linnet (a) 
Serhiy Lutskiv (a) 
Diana K. Mejia
Also Business Major
Anthony P. Monaco # 
Alexandre Parent





Mary Patricia Ardigo 
Daniel Betancourt #
Garett C. Ceraso 
Muriel L. Cerreta (a)
Evan R. Corsello (a)
Marc S. DeLaurentis #
Also Sport Management Major
Michael Demaio 
Jennifer DiMaria 
Brendan Patrick Duffy 
Melissa Lyrm Dymicki 
Richard Daniel Ebert 
Peter Perraro 
Matthew Garrett Frost #
Joseph James Gangemi 
David Griffis 
Michael D. Josephson # 
KeShawna D. Lewis #
Anthony Michael Lombardo, Jr. (a) 
John Joseph Marino 
Also Business Major 
Andrew Misiano 
Also Business Major 
Aleisha Erin Mott
Also Business Major
Rebecca Louise Niemeyer 
Ashleigh Erin O'Rourke 




Also Business Major 
Monica Santiago 
Neal John Shapiro #
Thomas P. Spencer, IV 




Wendy E. Thompson 
Mark Paul Trojanowski
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Nicole Lyn Verzaro * 
Meghan McCarthy Wilcox 






Nicole Lynn Albert 
Also Finance Major 
Alyssa Marie Amiano 
Amanda Elizabeth Arsenault 
Diana Marie Barros 
Charity R. Bishop 
Rosa M. Cacciatore 
Brendan J. Cooney 
Cecilia V. Corzo-Araoz 
Also Finance Major 
Gabriela De la Cuadra * 
Ashley Morgan Garzi 
Ortal Gefen 
Ryan Michael Gibson * 




Lisa M. Isoldi 




Michael J. Lepore 
Rebecca Lee Lineberry *
Aisha Ashley Lubin 
Siobhan Lile McCann 
Emmett Thomas McCullough (a) 
Danielle Mellin 
Jacquelyn Marie Olen 
Thomas J. Pazdan, III 
Jessica Leigh Pedalino 
Stephanie Rohrig 
Carissa A. Ruiz 
Ashley Lynn Scott 
Carlos M. Silva #
Michael John Tarangelo * 
Carmen Aurora Tavara (a) 
Reyna Isabel Vallejo 
Kelly M. VanPelt
Ferris Joan Van Raalte 
Philip Joseph Venturino (a) 
Ebone Lauren Woods 
Kelly Ann Wrocklage
Bachelor of Science 
Business Administration
Dana Marie Aprile 
Daniel Armando Araujo (a) 
Michael Christopher Arone 
Wendy M. Auddino * 
Ryan Charles Beans 
Paul Beck 
Shifa Begum i 
Scott Louis Benedetto # 
Kim Bhasin
Johnathan Charles Breen
Also Sport Management Major
Sonia Denise Bryant 
Sharon Ann Bryce 
Erika Remy Buczak 
Also Finance Major 
Pasquale Bueti (a)
Ivory LaToya Burden (a) 
Brendan R. Burgess 
Michelle Arme Canfarotta 
Daniel R. Caron 
Matthew John Cassidy 
Jessica-Lynn Rotini Catropa 
Courtney Elizabeth Chellgren # 
Ashley Amber Citron 
Ryan Arthur Clark 
Theresa E. Cleveland 
Lauren Cuticelli (a) 
Monica Daniels * 
Kimberly Ann Day 
Richard DelCervo #
Frank N. D'Errico 
Jessica DiBenedetto 
Michael Frank-Paul DiRoma 
Cori Ann Duda *
Janice A. Eccles 
Alicia H. Hercun 
Dillon Fairhurst (a)
Kevin P. Farren 
Kristin Anna Fedor 
Nicole Marie Ferro 
Michele Fickler *
Sean Patrick Fisher
Matthew William Flynn (a) 
Rebecca J. Ford 
Elizabeth Ashley Fritz (a) 
Jarrid Frye 
Bryan Fulcher (a)
Jorge H. Galeano 
Cheryl Gall (a)
Michael K. Galligan *
Yves R. Galliotte
Also Accounting Major
Mary Hannan George 
John P. Germinario 
Joseph M. Giannetti 
John Edward Giannettino 
Kathleen V. Gilligan (a)
Jake Joseph Giuliano * 
Lauren Greenhalgh 
Kevin Michael Guidicipietro 
Daniel George Haag 
Kenneth Mark Hajducky # 
Prashant L. Haley 
Patrick Michael Healy 
Joseph James Henley 
Bunyat Bridget Hill *
Jessica Terese Honan 
Susy Jardim #
Jennifer Arlene Johnson 
Andrew Joseph Juron 
Peter James Kandybowicz 
Ritsa D. Karakanas 
Joshua Robert Katalinas 
Colleen K. Kearns (a)
Tanair N. Kennedy # 
Colleen Elizabeth Kent 
Casey Richard Kirch (a)
Amy Lynn Krasenics-Padro 
Adrienne S. Kupka 
Gene Landres *
John Thomas Lauer (a) 
Tristan Levy 
John J. Ligouri *
Also Finance Major 
Amanda Gomes Lopes 
Caitlin Malone 
Jessica Lynnette Manke 
Michael Sean Markowski * 
John Patrick Martorano
Also Finance Major
Timothy Michael Massimiano 
Sarah Elizabeth Usher Matthiessen
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Bachelor of Science, Business Admin., cont.
Salina Andrea Mazzarese (a) 
Reginald McBurrows 
Christopher A. McDonnell 
Sarah Ann McGrath *
Nancy T. Munoz 
Jennifer Lynn Murphy 
Mollie Kathleen Murphy 
Also Finance Major
John Francis Nugent, II 
Also Finance Major 
Christina M. Onderdonk (a) 
Lisette S. Palomino-Ukperaj # 
Maria Grazia Panfili 










Erica Elizabeth Quist *
Daniel J. Reda 
Lisa J. Reid-Sadler * 
Matthew Reilly *
Matthew Wayne Ricci 
Tanya L. Ries 
Owyn A. Ritzie *
Caitlin Robles 
Joseph Michael Rosenfeld 
Joseph William Rumore 
Lori Salerno #
Sojourna N. Sancho # 
Drew Steven Sanders (a) 
Also Finance Major 
Elizabeth A. Schirmer 
Richard James Schmidt, II * 
Michael W. Sharpe * 
Christopher Gerard Singleton 
Scott James Smiley # 
Courtney Jerree Smith 
Jason Smith 
Shane M. Smith 
Robert J. Thurston 
Michelle Torcasio
Also Finance Major
Meredith Lynn Toth * 
Samnang Touch 
Kevin Matthew Walker 
Kathleen Mary Walsh 
James Ryan Weller 
Andrew Bradley West 
Allison Erin Wihlborg 




Chelcy Lee Costa 











Also Finance Major 
John Costantino (a)
Kathleen Cummings 
Also Business Major 
Joseph De Angelis 
Sean Thomas Kammerer 
Michael Vincent Marino (a) 
Justin Thomas Martorano *
Also Finance Major 
Jenna McLane #
Nicholas Passalaqua 
Also Finance Major 
Pamela Jayne Pillo 
Also Business Major 
Peter Justin Pryor (a)
Robert W. Purtle, III *
Robert James Rebelo 
Also Finance Major 
Robert J. Roy
Also Finance and Business Administration Majors
Richard Gregory Schoen, Jr.
Gregory Tyler Serven #
Cullen Stavseth Thompson (a)
Legal Studies Program





Viveca Patterson * 
Susan Melfi St. Pierre (a)
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College ofEdueatwn and Health Professions




Michael Raymond Bibbo 
Dominic S. D'Errico 
Erin K. Guertin 
Also Exercise Science Major 
Saki Hashimoto 
Colleen Anne Jackson 




Mallory Anne Angell (a) 
Erin Lynn Barry 
Justina Marie Bell 
Katherine Rose Bibeau (a) 
Leslie W. Blair 
Jason A. Clement 
Justin Patrick Colby 
Anthony Thomas Connors 
Ashley Victoria Coppola 
Erin Lyn Donaldson 
Krystina M. Eikeseth # 
Brian J. Fama (a)
Marc Anthony Feda 
Kristin Ann Ferreira (a) 
Beth Ann Florio (a) 
Kaitlin Elizabeth Gagnon 
Laura L. Glazier 
Emily Rose Guedes 
Steven William Hartel 
Nicole Hubbard 
Dorrie Elizabeth Huen 
Also Athletic Training Major 
Evan C. Lasher
Catheryn Lozinak 
Jason Gerard Maiella 
Erin Coleen Markowski (a) 
Casey Edward Mezerewski 
Michael Millett 
Melissa D. Morales 
Matthew P. Morici 
Rory C. Morse 
Amanda Elizabeth Neto 
Jonathan D. ODowd 
Lilliam Orellan^ * 
Meghan Elizabeth Pelletier 
Jazzeline Nicole Perez 
Keith Charles Perry 
Michelle Ribustello 
Loma Rodriguez 
Also Athletic Training Major 
Anthony Rocco Romeo 
Genelle Monique Rougier 
Nina Theresa Russo 
Elizabeth Ann Schweitzer 
Also Athletic Training Major 
Robert Joseph Tencza 
David Volfson (a) 






Breanna Nichole Bissel 
Keri Lyn Bohlen 
Holly Marie Boucher 
Elisabeth S. Brunner 
Catherine Callan 
Emily Ann Chasse 
Danielle Marie Conte
Carly Melissa Crawford 
Regina M. Dowling # 
Yvonne Eisner 
Angela D. Falcon 
Lauren M. Feeney (a) 
Catherine Mary Feola 
Dawn W. Foss * 
Nancy Galdamez 
Joy Rochelle Herbst # 
Danielle Therese Huseman 
Rebecca Lauren Jenne 
Elizabeth A. Kara 
Karen Kentish 
Maria Del Carmen Krol * 
Elizabeth Blake Kruger 
Lori Lucille Linsley 
Yenny Munoz 
Amy Lynn Murphy 
Angella Tanya Nelson # 
Leila J. Noujaim 
Alicia Helene O'Brien 
Marlene Pressoir 
Kristiane Nicole Proto # 
Lisa Quaranta 
Teri Rhoderick 
Dana Christine Rinaldi 
Michelle L. Robertson 
Jennifer Jean Savory 
Erin Elizabeth Silk 
Shelley Marianne Solheim 
Claudia Lauren Suech 
Lisa M. Salvatore-Szpryngel 
Anne L. J. Turner # 





Ian J. Ferrara 
Christopher M. Jones (a) 
Joan Krubski #
Jolie Sue Levin (a) 
Christian John Lynch # 
Carol A. Paul 
Susan L. Pelletier 
Michele R. Peloso # 




Veronika S. Arkay-Leliever # 
Jennifer Dominique Bellegarde (a) 
David Berkwits #
William P. Bertsch 
Caitlin Carroll 
Allison Gerard Dalzell (a) 
Amy Devaney 
Gail Dianna Greenan (a) 
James Edward Ridgley Hinkson # 
Robert Karl Hommel (a) 
Philip A. Marinaccio 
Bernard Patrick McLaughlin 
Kristin Lee Okesson #
Peter Perillo *
Jamie J. Rivera 
Joy J. Roberts *
Marleine Salomon #
Philip Sementilli 
Mary Elizabeth Packman 




Paul Michael Agate * 
Claudia Ahumada
Susana Isabel De Almeida 
William C. Austin, Jr. (a) 
Joseph S. Beleznay # 
Curtis A. Bermett, Jr. # 
Leila Buffa
Dorma Byron-Widdick * 
Giovani Calderon 
Jeffrey David Cascarelli # 
Hilda G. Corey 
Emmanuele Tavares Correia 
Jacqueline D. Cross 
Donna M. Eirmucan # 
Maria Gavela *
Elaine A. Gavoli * 
Helen E. Hallstrom # 
Robert A. Hanock, Jr. # 
Charlene A. Hawkins # 
Cathleen M. Jagoe * 
Kenneth A. Kashuba 
Albert G. Landaeta 
Timothy C. Lynch # 
Roberto Mallozzi (a) 
Renee M. Martin 
German Navarro # 
Johanna Pardo (a)
Anna Pelletier * 
Marilyn E. Johnson # 
Jolrn P. Rainone 
Lynda J. Rockwell 
Tiffany L. Rodrigues # 
Melissa G. Rua * 
Nancy Lynn Salvatore 
Maura A. McEvoy Satkowski 
Michele Maryln Schwarz # 
Jarmed Serrano #
Lilia Afonso Silva # 
Susanne C. Sommer (a) 
Gunfher H. Sfendbergh 
Amada Taborda (a) 
Richard A. Taylor 
Luz Marina Vasquez 
Anna Yvetfe Charles (a) 
Jorge Ventura (a)
Isabel C. Villagomez 
Daniel Viteri *
Tanya Wiesner #
John F. Welch 
College of Business




Jennifer K. Slobko *
The preceding does not constitute an ojficial 
graduation list. The students listed here were 
candidates for the degree or honor indicated 
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